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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a real square matrix, and let JCR be an interval not containing an 
eigenvalue of A. Is A-D nonsingular for all diagonal matrices D with entries d, EJ? 
This holds if A is symmetric, but is not true in general. We prove a necessary 
condition and indicate implications for an equation with a diagonal field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an equation 
Ax= Fx, XER”, (1) 
where AEIW”,” is a square matrix and F: R”-+R” is a diagonal field, i.e. 
For example, discretizations of mildly nonlinear boundary-value problems 
often lead to equations of this form [6]. Assume that JF CIW is the smallest 
interval containing all difference quotients of the f;: 
A(u)-f;(v) EJF vu VER uzv 
U-V 
(i=l,...,n). 
The following Lemma has often been used to prove uniqueness of a solution 
of (1). It reduces the problem to a matter of linear algebra. 
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LEMMA. Assume that A-D is nonsingular for all diagonal matrices 
D=diag(d, ,..., d,) with di E& (i=l,..., n). Then (1) has at most one 
solution. 
Proof. Let Ax-F’= Ay - Fy. Because of (2), Fx - Fy = D( x - y ), where 
di E.J~ for i=l,..., n. Thus O=A(x-y)-(Fx-Fy)=(A-0)(x- y) implies 
x=y. n 
A certain converse of the Lemma is obvious: Assume A-D is singular for 
some diagonal matrix D. Then Eq. (1) is not uniquely solvable for the 
diagonal field Fx = Dx, whereas the condition d i EJF (i = 1,. . . , n) is met. We 
say that no resonance occurs in (1) if the following property P(J) holds for 
.!=I, (compare [4]): 
P(J): For all diagonal matrices D with di EJ for i = 1,. . . , n the matrix 
A-D is nonsingular. 
Thus, if no resonance occurs in (1) then there exists at most one solution. In 
the following let JCR be an interval. Obviously P(J) will only hold if no 
eigenvalue of A lies in J. Is the converse also true? The following is known: 
(a) If A is symmetric and J does not contain an eigenvalue of A, then 
P(J) holds. (Compare [l, 21.) 
(b) If A is an M-matrix and sa is the smallest real eigenvalue of A, then 
P( 1) holds for J= (- co, sa). (Compare [l].) 
(c) If A is a Pa-matrix, then P(J) holds for J=( - co,O). (Compare [3].) 
In this note we give a necessary condition for P(J) to hold where I is an 
eigenvalue-free interval of the form 
J=(so, sg +&) or I=(s, -E, so) 
and s0 is an algebraically simple real eigenvalue of A. By an example we show 
that this necessary condition is not even fulfilled in general under the strong 
assumption for A to be a totally positive matrix (see e.g. [5] for definition). 
Thus in an equation (1) there might well occur resonance if A is an 
unsymmetric totally positive matrix and the difference quotients of the $ all 
lie between two consecutive eigenvalues of A. 
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2. RESULTS 
Let AER”~” have an algebraically simple eigenvalue s0 E R, and let 
U, u E R n be right and left eigenvectors: 
Au=s,,u, v’A =s,,vt, vfu= 1. 
THEOREM. Under the above conditions assume uivi < 0 for some i E 
{I,..., n}. Then for any E>O, the property P(J) holds neither for J=(s, - 
6 so> norforl=(s,, sg -t&j. 
Proof. Let B( ;) denote the determinant of the (n- 1, n- 1) matrix 
obtained by deleting the i th row and column of B E R n, “. For r E R let sgn r 
be + l,O, - 1 for r > 0, r=O, and r < 0 respectively. It is well known that for s 
in a pointed neighborhood of sO, 
(A-sZ)-‘=(s, -s)-‘uvt $-H(s), 
where H(s) is holomorphic in a neighborhood including sO. In particular, 
(A-sZ)(?) 
= = +Hii(s). 
det(A-sZ) s0 -s (3) 
Since uivi < 0 by assumption the right side of (3) tends to - 00 for s+sO -0. 
s0 is a simple zero of s+det( A - sZ), and thus with (3) it follows that 
sgn(A-soZ)(2^)=sgn $ det(A-sZ)(s=sO#O. (4) 
On the other hand, for any T= diag( t,, . . . , t,), 
det(A-T)=(a,,-ti)(A-T)(z^)+K, 
where K does not depend on ti; therefore 
6 det(A--T)=--(A--T)(f) 
I 
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and in particular 
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&det(A-T) = -(A-s,Z)(z*). 
t T=s,l 
With (4) we conclude 
O#sgn-$det(A-sZ) 
S=S” 
= -sgn$det(A-T) . 
1 T=s,l 
Since det( A -q,Z)=O, our assertion follows from the intermediate-value 
theorem. n 
EXAMPLE. Let 
thus UtV=Z. With the Cauchy-Binet formula it is easily computed that 
A= Udiag(sl, s2, s3)V’ 
is a totally positive matrix if s1 >s, >s, > 0. For example, the matrix 
( 
539 407 11 
A = Udiag(29,12,1) .33Vt = 242 308 407 
176 242 539 I 
is totally positive. Since U~V~ (0, we have by the Theorem that P(J) holds 
neither for J=(s,, sa) nor for J=(sz, sr). 
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